Do the “write” thing essay

Violence had never been involved in my life, and I’m lucky that I never had to experience it. There is a good side and a bad side in the world and the good side people are themselves help people in need. In the bad side people join the gangs bully kill people in the world that are innocent, lose there their families for any reasons. People get accused of things that did not even do. Teens skip school do things before there age. Sometimes when you know you can do something to protect the world just do it just do what you have to do snitch.

Youth violence and drugs affected my community because it makes people lose their loved ones, when people lose there loved ones they get divorced, family breaks up. Kids lose there lives way too young. It threatens people safety, makes neighborhoods unsafe, and people retaliate, what I mean by retaliate the person would want to get revenge. Makes parents afraid and a lot more protective. Makes kids more introverted. It also breaks up families.

The causes of youth violence are gangs, because when people are in gangs they do whatever they want to do kill people, bully kids. Another reason that causes youth violence is anger, when people have a sense of anger they start doing crazy thing that they don’t even know they are doing wrong. My other reason that causes youth violence is Following after family situations because when a parent is fighting or stealing and goes to jail, the kid can have the likelihood to do the same. My last reason that cause youth violence are Drugs and alcohol because when it gets inside you your brain don’t function correctly. My final reason
that cause youth violence is Mental because when you have mental issues you also do crazy thing.

What I can do about youth violence is help put an end to drug dealing, something that the government can do is stop putting drugs in stores unless for reasonable use. Return guns that are found to minimize gun control. Another solution is to create more after school program and organizations, when kids are in afterschool activities/program they get less trouble outside of the school, and get their homework done. My other solution is to create more leaders then followers, /SNICHT, have more courage and bravery to walk away, when someone say something to you that makes you feel like getting revenge just walk because you no that you are not what they call you.

In conclusion as you can see, violence as never been involved in my life. Even though I did not experience it, the comments that I just wrote happens all the time in Boston. People get killed a lot, kids lose their lives way too young. Teenagers skip school and don’t get home on time. They rarely stay after school and the schools need to have more after school programs and activities to help the kids stay out of trouble outside of the school. I think drugs also causes youth violence and to stop that I think the government should stop putting alcohol and drugs in stores unless it’s for a reasonable use.